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TEMPORAL AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT ATTACK
TECHNIQUES IN VOLLEYBALL
Thomas Jaitner1 and Cornelius Brach 2
1TU Kaiserslautern, Kaiserslautern
2University of Leipzig, leipzig, Germany
A process oriented approach was chosen to identify attack techniques in volleyball. Male
subjects were filmed with two high speed video cameras while they performed three
attack techniques. Subject's movement was described by the time courses of angles and
angular velocities of the main joints and analyzed by a procedure including distance
measures and cluster analysis. Cluster analysis classified movement pattems of spikes,
and top spin shots, by individual while patterns of lobs were mainly grouped by technique
criteria. Except for the quick attacker, lobs are identified if only variables are considered
that describes the movement of the arm during take off. From a practical view, the results
suggest that a defender should focus on the arm of the attacker dUring take off to
recognize the attackers intention early.
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INTRODUCT,ION: Highly skilled volleyball players know several attack techniques to gain a
point even when the opponent's block is well positioned. Beside forceful spikes ~obs placed
shortly behind the block and well placed top spin shots are common techniques. These
attacks are more promising the later the opponent recognizes the intent of the attacker.
Therefore, the attackers are often told to perform ,the approach and the take off in the same
way as for the spike when playing a shot. On the other hand, the defender tries to anticipate
the attack as early as possible. Based on expert's reports and analyses of gaze direction it
was shown that successful defenders fix their eye on the movement of the attacker's
shoulder and arm during the flight (Voigt and Westphal, 1995; Allard and Starkes, 1980).
Overall, the statements in the volleyball specific literature how varying attack techniques
should be processed seem relatively consistent. But there is no further proof by
biomechanical analysis that attack techniques can be identified mainly by the movement of
the arm close to ball contact and not more recently by any other movements. The aim of our
study was to investigate biomechanically at what time and by which variables attack
techniques in volleyball can be discriminated. A process oriented approach was chosen to
analyze time-continuous kinematic data of three attack techniques of male voll eyball players.
In comparison with the more common analyses of time discrete data which describe the
athlete's performance at given times or positions but lack information on how the movement
has been processed in-between this approach has the advantage that more detailed
knowledge about the movement processing is available (Bauer and Schollhorn, 1997; Bauer
and Schollhorn, 1997; Jaitner, 2002).
METHODS: 5 right handed male volleyballi players (1 sI and 2nd national league) performed
spikes (SP), lobs (L.B) and top spin shots (TS) under simulated competitive conditions.
Altogether 38 trails were filmed with two highspeed video cameras (Fa. Redlake) at 125 Hz.
DLT and a panning algorithm was used for calibration. For each trial 3D coordinates of 10
body landmarks were determined from the beginning of the take off to the first contact with
the ball. The resultant time courses were smoothed with a recursive 4 th order Butterworth
filter. To describe the subject's movement, time courses of angles and angular velocities of
the main joints were calculated by the time courses of the body markers. The distances
between the time and amplitude normalized time courses were determined for all data sets
according to Schollhorn (Schollhorn, 1999). Distance matrices of various sets of variables
were analyzed by cluster analysis using the single linkage algorithm (Fig ure 1). Beside the
holistic pattern analysis (including all variables) the movement was partitioned by
somatotopic criteria (variables of upper/lower body) and by time criteria into 4 phases
Oumping phase, flight phase, swing to strike phase, striking phase).
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Figure 1 Scheme of data procession.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: At this time, the results for three subjects are presented
whHe data of the remaining subjects are still under processing. Figure 2 shows as example
the results of the cluster analysis including all angles from the beginning of the take off to the
first ball contact. Cluster analysis separates the trials in four main clusters. The first cluster
contains all trials of subject TK. A further subdivision of spikes (SP) and lobs (LB) can be
identified. Next two clusters contain spikes and top spin shots of one individua'l each. Clearly
separated is the fourth cluster, in which lobs of several subjects are grouped. The separation
of lobs is typical for most analyses and can also be stated if variables of the upper right body
are analyzed during take off (Figure 3). Top spin shots (TS) are mainly clustered with spikes,
but there are no further criteria for these classifications to be recognized.
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Figure 2 Cluster analysis of volleyball attacks including all angles. Movements
were analyzed from the beginning of the take off to the first, ball
contact. First two characters define the subjects, characters 3 and 4
indicated the attack technique (SP=spike, TS=top spin shot, LB=lob).
Overall, individual movement patterns for spikes and top spin shots as well as specific
movement patterns for lobs can be identified. For subject TK who is a quick attacker the
movement patterns of all attack techniques are more similar to patterns of a different
technique of the same individual than to patterns of the same technique of different subjects.
For the other subjects movement patterns of the lob seem more general and technique
specific. While these subjects normally attack from different positions than subject TK, the
movement patterns might be dependent of playing position or preferred attack mode (e.g.
quick attack). Considering time and somatotopic criteria, lobs of subjects LS and SK (not for
the quick attacker) can be identified early by the movement of the arm during take off. From
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a practical view, the results suggest that a defender should focus on the arm of the attacker
during take off to recognize the attackers intention early.
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Figure 3 Cluster analysis of upper body variables during take off.
CONCLUSION: The process oriented approach used in this study allows identification of
different attack techniques in volleyball by an analysis of time oriented kinematic data. Based
on differentiated analyses by time and somatotopic criteria, advise for volleyball training in
defense and attack might be driven. Because of the limited data sets the study presented
must be characterized as explorative and conclusions must be handled with great care.
Further analysis is necessary to support the results.
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